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physical states, 

The Lagrangian can be wl~ittcll with these as, 

hwvlsivwv = i(I&lV”V” - W,tV”W~) + iw.$y, (7) 

where, 

V’ = A0 or Z” 

I I”‘ = Iv’ 

II’,,, = 6,,1V” - &~Vp, 

and gwwv is an ovcwll Imrtllalizatioll. Thcsr vertices all preserve C, P, and CP. 

Notice first that tlw piece of f$” that is bilinear in the gauge field is antisylw 

metric in the generator illdices (2.e. CJCI), and guarantws that j # k f 1. The 

vertices, 
202020 

z”zo y 

z” Y 7 

are all absent. 

It is also instructive to consider a particular example. Take V to be a photon, 

so that V,, = F,,” as given in Eq.(5). Then, for example, the last term in the above 

Lagrangian contains a piece, 

We can identify tllis as a lnagllctic dipole interaction with magnetic moment pk E 

.?J’W?WJ. The Standard Motlcl Lagrangian, in fact, contains only the lowest-order 

even-parity multipole interactions, 

. I~lcctrowwlc IIK~IK~~OI~~ , 

. “Magnetic” dipole , 

. “Ekctric” quadrupolc. 

I 

The multipole nlonwllts of tlw cllargcd boson states can be defined with respect to 

both neutral states i.c. 1~~ alltl ,tzo can wparately be dcfincd and measured. We 

also note that, to tllis poillt, we have not considered interactions generated by the 

Iliggs sector of the tlwory. \\‘c take this up in a later section of these lectures. 
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Figure 1. Form of the dilrt:r~wti;rl cross section (at cos0 = 0) for e+e- --t W+W- 
as predicted by the Stalltlard hlodcl. 
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W-Pair Production in e+e- Annihilation 

The production of pairs of gauge hosons near threshold has been well described 

in the literature’31 ’ in preparation for physics studies at LEI’ 11 in the mid-1930’s. 

Our discussion hrrc wrill fociis on tlic importance of obt.aining dctailcd knowlcdgr, 

of the behaviour of this ~~OCWS at. ccnt.cr-of-mn.ss cnrrgirs well above threshold. 

The Feyntnan diagrams of i~tt.(~rcst arc shown in l:ig. 1, The s-channc4 diagrams 

contribute only to the .I = I partial wave, wliilr all partial waves (rxccpt J = 0) arc 

populated by the t-chaniicl ncutrino exchange. The IIiggs propaga.t.or will produce 

an s-wave amplitude that. is significant at very high energies, but the coupling to 

t,he electron is too weak to be of importance at foreseeable machines. 

The A = 2 channrl prorlurrtl l)y nrut.rino cxchangc consists entirely of trans- 

versely polarizrd hosons. is well-lx+nvrtl, and uninteresting. The A = 1 channrl can 

produce WLWT and ll’~,lV~, combinations, and is more exciting. The amplitudes 

for the three diagrams can br written VI 

M;, = 

where A E X,- - XC+ is t.hr cliangc in hclicity of the fermion current, and A,, 

and R,i are funct,ions of the ccntcr-of-mass energy, s. The hclicity structure is 

particularly simple at s >> n,i: 

(PI, PI) fly II A” = A” B 

(1,1) 1 Y -2 

(O,I) ‘y Y 
-2 

Cl,01 2-i Y 
-4 

(O>O) 2-y? Y 
-4 

It is important that. /l7,~‘,antlA” bccomc equal at high energies, ince those 

,’ parts of the cross section that correspond to the production of longitud nal bosons 

are not individually well-l)c~l~n\~ctl. Unitarit.y is restored only through a delicate 

balance of the indivirliial ainl~iit udr~s tliat. can bc scan by setting the three co&cicnts 

equal in Eq.(S). ‘I’llis is graphically dcpictctl in Fig. I. A cross section calculated 

from any subset of t.11~ tliagrarns tlivrrgcs rapidly -- as s/m2,. 

I I I 

I 81 

Figure 2. Growth of aiiotinilics in the cross section for e+e- ---t W+W- as the 
center-of-mass cnrrgy is incrcascd bcgond threshold. The curve is given by p2 
s/mjYv. 

where -r = prv/mrv 
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TIE source or thc~sc: tlivcr#(qlcc*s is readily uncovel:cd. (Jonsidcr the form of the 

amplitude for producing a I)air of longitudinally polarized states, 

where c:(k) are polarization vectors. The resulting cross section, 

(9) 

clearly exhibits the y” I>(~ll;lviollr indicated in the above table. Any anomaly in 

the couplings bctwecn gauge I~WIIS will lead to rffccts in the longitudinal-pair cross 

section that can bc expectctl to grow rapidly as the center-of-mass energy is increased 

above threshold. There is an additional enhancement due to the growth of phase 

space available for the production of longitudinally polarized states. Fig. 2 shows 

that the combined effect is quite tlralllatic ~ an increase in beam energy of a factor 

of two over LEP II cnrrgics Ir;rtls to an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity to 

deviations from the Stalltlartl Rlotl~~l. 

Production of IV* pairs above tllrrshold occurs with a cross section that is larger 

than any other single process. At s N 500 GeV this cross section, shown in Fig. 3, 

is twice the total QCD cross section, and grows asymptotically (in units of R) by 

another factor of two. Near ll~rcsl~oltl essentially all pairs are transversely polarized, 

and the cross section grows like fi. 

The helicity structure of t.llc production and decay of W-pairs is extremely rich. 

Examples are shown i11 I:$. ,I. ‘I’hr dominant forward pcaak is generated by the 

t-channel neutrino cxchal~gc, while in the backward direction, the s-channel pro- 

duction of longitudinal states beco~nes appreciable. This changing polarization of 

the boson state can be observed by analysis of its leptonic decay. The decay angle, 

denoted by x and dcfinc:tl as the a~& bctwecn the charged lcpton and the initial 

boson flight direction boostctl to the IV rest frame, is shown Fig. 4 for thrcy different 

6 20 

6 
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0 
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0 500 1000 1500 2000 
E cm (GeV) 6797A2 

Figure 3. Cross sections (in units of R) for W-pair and QCD final states. The step 
in the QCD rate indicated for 11 production is approximately one unit. 

boson production angles. Notice that the three-momentum of the neutrino that is 

undetected can be colllplctrly reconstructed from constraints of energy-momentum 

conservation and the knowu II’ mass. This will be true even for events with signif- 

icant initial-state radiatiou or bcamstrahlung, since the system is overconstrained 

and even the missing ratliat,ion can be reconstructed. 

Signatures of New Physics in IV+W- Final States 

Experimental studies of the reaction e+e--+ W+W- carried out at center-of- 

mass energies - 400-500 GcV will be optimally situated to look for substructure 

in the boson states or new physics in their interactions. The most general CP- 

conserving Lagrangian for this process can be written 151 , 

(10) 
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Figure 4. Aug111a1, tlisl rihllt io[ls for 1.11~ production and decay of IY-pairs in e+e- 
annihilat.ion. The decay distril~r~tions are givrn for threr different product,ion angles. 
The production angle is tlcfinrd as t.hr polar angle of the I&‘- measured with respect 
to the e- beam direction. 

where A’;Bll = /l(15R) - (a/l)I?. Thcs Stnutlartl Model rc*slllt (Q.(7)) is recovered 

with. 

gy = K” = 1 

xv = gy = 0. 

We note that the gy term violates both C and P, and will ignore it. It is most 

common to parameterizc the scnsitivitics of various experimental opportunities in 

terms of n” and XI/. 

An example is again useful. For V = y we saw earlier that g: and n7 account for 

the electric charge, magnetic dipole, and electric quadrupole moments of the W ’. 

Consider a piccc of 1l1r X, (.erm: 

The second line follows after one integration by parts. The X = 0 terms are of the 

form, 

(Il’olvif)6,E~ 

which is just an electric quadrupole interaction. The general parity-conserving elec- 

troweak magnetic dipole and clcctric quadrupole moments of the W  are given by, 

with conventional (g - ‘L)lv = (K - I ) + X. D rviation of IC from unity or X from zero 

would indicate new pllysics hryontl t.ltc Standard Model. 

Limits on the valurs of h’ and X have been set Is1 from analyses if existing data. 

The ratio of neutral-current and charged-current neutrino interaction cross-sections 

depend upon boson loop corrcct.ions to the t-channel weak propagators. These cor- 

rections are sensitive to th(% stl,ctngth of the three-boson vertex, but tdcir evaluation 

requires the introduction of a clrt.-off for the loop integrals. The correlated limits 

on KZ and K~ arc givrn in Fig. 5 for a cut-off parameter of 1 TcV. A correspond- 

ing set of limits for Xz and X, Ilave been set by analysis of the clectroweak scale 
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Figure 5. Limits ou K para~r~ctc~s tlcduced from existing data. SW text for descrip- 
tion. 

Figure 6. Limits ou X parameters dctluccd from existing data. See text for descrip- 
tion. 

parameters, CF, 0, .sin’Urt,, arrcl 1.11e nnrss of the Z”. The s-channel I weak propa- 

gators also depelrd upor~ loof> cor.rcc~.ious tllat require knowledge of the 
I 

three-boson 

vertex. The limits shown in Fig. 6 are evaluated with a cut-elf of 1 TeV in the loop 

integrals. Additional coustrairrts on K and X can be inferred from the requirement 

that electroweak cross sections remain unitary at high energies. These are typically 

of order unity. Taken together, these limits are: 

Figure 7. Loop corrcctious to boson propagators that generate anomalous mo- 
ments. 

There are loop corrections to the CV and 2 propagators that are expected in 

the Standard Model. Tl~csc loops, shown in Fig. 7, generate apparent anomalous 

moments. The comp1ct.e Staudard klodcl correction depends (at the factor of two 

level) on the mass of the top quark and the Iliggs sector I71 , but at q” z 0, and 

ml > mw and mH >> I~IV, 

(g - ‘L)\V z=z 1.6 ; N 0.01. 

This is clearly well below 1 IIC scrrsitivity of present cxpcrimental data. 

Experiments in the Irear future at Fermilab and LEP will provide additional 
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Figure 8. Differential cross srction for production of Wy events at the TEVA- 
TRON. The solid curves give t.he Standard Model expectation, the dots correspond 
to X, = 0.5, and the dashed CIII‘VCS arc for K7 - 1 = 1.0. 

tests of boson couplings. The processes, 

will be studied at tlir TEVATRON collider. (See Iccturcs by S. Errede at this 

school.) The W*y final state can hc detected when the W  decays leptonically. The 

cross sectionIsI, slrown in Fig. 8, dcpcnds upon n7 and X,. It is estimated that after 

the CDF experiment accumulates a dat,a sample of 100 pb-‘, the cr s section can 

be measured well enough to bc sensitive to, 

I&l 2 0.4 

1.6, -II 2 1.0. 

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 
1-91 case 6797A7 

Figure 9. The expcctcd accuracy of measurcmcnts to be madc at LEPII with a 
data exposure of 500 pb-’ compared to signals generated by anomalous moments of 
the W. The solid curve corresponds to KZ - 1 = 0.5; the dashed curve to s,” = 0.5, 
and the dot-dashed curve to Xz = 0.5. 

Although limited because of its restricted energy range, LEP II will provide the 

greatest sensitivit,y to the structure of gauge boson interactions that will be available 

in the mid-1990’s. Approximately 4000 W-pair events will be produced, with at least 

one of the bosons tagged by its decay to an electron or muon, if experiments are able 

to acquire integrated Iumiiiosit.ics of 500 pb-‘. The statistical ac t uracy with which 

the differential cross section can IX measured is comparedI’ to several theoretical 

curves in Fig. 9. If K? or X, differ from their Standard Model values by more than 

- 0.2, then it should become apparent in these experiments. 
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Future e+e- Colliders 

Efforts are in progress at laborat.orics around the world to understand and de- 

velop the accclcrator physics and technology necessary for the construction and 

operation of lutnrc cl(.ctroll-I)ositron colliders. These machines will almost certainly 

be linear colliders. (SC<* I~K~IIUY by 11. Ruth at this school.) One feature of a linear 

machine is that its ccnt~~r-of-~~~;~ss energy can be increased over that of its original 

operating point by ~nal;it~g inlprovcments in the power sources so to generate higher 

accelerating fields, or by increasing tile Icngth of the accelerator, or both. Studies 

have shown that it is rcasonablc to expect a machine built with a given technology 

(e.g. r/frequency and alignment precision) to be expandable by about a factor of 

three in energy. It is difficult to optimize the luminosity of a particular machine over 

a much larger range of clergy. Design efforts have concentrated on machines with 

center-of-mass energics tliilt start, at - 0.5 TeV, and expand into the TeV region 

with luminosities of 10,lJ - 1O”“cnl-‘s-l. For lack of a better nanle, we call this the 

NLC - the Next Linear Collider. 
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1 o-5 1 o-4 1 o-3 1 o-2 10-l 100 

191 6 F797A36 

Figure 10. Bcamstrahlung ill a multi-bunch linear collider at 500 GeV ccntcr-of- 

mass energy. The parnnlctcr 6 = 1 - s~~,,,~~~~,/~E~. 

Coherent phc~~on~c:~~;r tllat occur during the bcambcam interaction I WIII become 

important at future higIl-cn(lrgy higIl-intensity colliders. One such 1 recess that 

is important to ultiderstantl is “l,calllstralllurrg” ~~ the radiation emitded by beam 

particles as they pass tlrrougll the coherent electromagnetic field of the opposing 

bunchigl. Energy loss tlnc to bca~nstrahlung is relatively small in multi-bunch ma- 

chines operating at cllcrgiczi I<,,,, - 500 GeV (see Fig. lo), so energy-momentum con- 

straints remain powerful tools for the analysis of data, just as they are at present-day 

facilities. Machines can be dcsigncd with stronger beam-beam interactions. These 

generally achicvc higllcr total luminosity, but much of the gain is from collisions 

at lower center-of-lnass enorgk. Since the annihilation cross section is larger at 

lower energies, the tlistribntio~~ of annihilation events in center-of-mass energy can 

be nearly flat, as shown ill Fig. II. Kinematic constraints are less useful in this 

situation, although it is still possibk to impose transverse momentum conservation 

in the analysis of a uulnbcr of lillal states to improve mass resolutions and reject 

loot/I I ’ ’ ’ I ’ I Ii 1 
0 200 400 600 800 ‘1000 

J 88 E OBSERVED (GeV) 5958A9 

Figure 11. Spcct~urll of Iladrollic cvcnts produced by e+e- annihilation at a ma- 
chine with nominal cc.lltc,l--of-Ill;lss (‘n(*rgy 1 TeV, but with a large bcamstrahlung 
parameter (T = 1.6). A I>~~~I< due to radiation to the Z” is evident, and a hy- 
pothetical new 2 resonance has been included (mz, = 400 GeV) for illustrative 
purposes. 
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backgrounds. 

The Physics Environment at the NLC 

From 3 GeV to the 2” mass, e+e-collisions have been observed to give events 

with a simple and transpnrcnt structure. Annihilation events, that carry the full 

beam energy, dominate over peripheral reactions. Final states are usually two-jet- 

like and almost always highly planar. This feature makes searches for new, heavy 

particles straightforward, and minimizes biases and backgrounds to precision studies 

of strong and electroweak interactions. Recently, the power of the e+e-environment 

was emphasized in the performance of the Mark II experiment at the SLC”“. With 

an event sample of z 600 Z”s, and using an upgrade of a detector originally built to 

study physics at SPEAR energies, the Mark II group reported limits on new heavy 

quarks and neutral leptons to within 90% of the kinematic limit for pair production, 

and measured the peak 7,’ cross section precisely enough to rule out (at 95% CL) 

the existence of a fourth gcncration of quarks and leptons with a massless neutrino. 

This remarkable cleanliness will also occur at TeV energies. 

The Standard hlodel processes that will be predominant at the NLC (EC,,, = 

500 GeV) are: 

Final State Cross Section (R) Events/( loft-‘) 

QCD (udscb) 9 31,000 

w+w- 20 70,000 

ZOZO 1.2 4,200 

tt(mc = 150 GeV) 1 3,500 

It is common to use lo7 seconds as the total running time for an accelerator in 

a calendar year - a so-callctl “Snowmass Year”. In this time, a machine with 

luminosity 1O33 cm-’ set-I will deliver 10 fb-‘. 

Existing technology is suficicnt to build detectors capable of fully exploiting 

the physics opportunities offered by high-energy e+e-linear colliders. Calorimetery 

becomes an increasingly important tool for accurate reconstruction of the parton 

i 
four-vectors in each c*vc.ut as tllr ccntcr-of-mass energy is increased. Stu 

P 

irs done to 

dater”’ have used sitnulations of detectors with capabilities similar to t lose of SLC 

and LEP detectors: 

lladronic (:alorimct.c~ry 50%/G CB 2% 

Electromagnetic Calorimctery 8%/fi@2% 

Electron/Pion Energy Ratio 1.0 f 0.1 

Calorimeter Scgmrntation 4’ lowers 

Charged Particle Tracking 0,/p = 3 x lo-4p 

Precise reconstruction of tllc vertcs of each event, and the impact parameters of 

each track, is important, iu o&r to fully exp!ore the physics. Vertex detectors with 

impact-parameter resolutions givcu by, 

exist today, and arc sulficic*nt. to do the physics at the NLC 

The solid-angle, covcsrage of NIX detectors will likely be compromised by the 

need to install machine conlponrllts near the interaction region, and by the presence 

of low-angle machine-induced hackgrounds. Studies have assumed that ,the detector 

is hermetic, except at regions within 10’ of the beamline. it is geperally assumed 

that no particles except low-angle Bhabha scatters will be detcctcd at smaller polar 

angles. 

Simple j&finding algorithms quickly and accurately reproduke the underlying 

parton structure of cac11 event wit.h little bias from uncertainties in fragmentation 

processes and little amhigr1it.y from the overlap of decay producds from differing 

parton showers. A typical event is shown in Fig. 12 as it would belobserved in the 

tracking chamber of a detector with a 1 Tcsla solrnoidal field. We show in Fig. 13 the 

masses in opposite thrust hcmisi)hcrcs of standard model e+e-annihilation events 

as they would be rcconstructctl by a detector with the above parameters. Only 
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Figure 12. Annihilation cvcut of tlie type c+e---1 669 as observed at E,,, = 1 TeV. 

simple cuts ou total currgy autl thrust direction were made to select events for this 

figure. The peak at the Il’ mass stands out clearly above the background from 

qrj production, as do the siuglo-prong leptonic decays. Gauge bosons are easily 

identified, and each cveut cau be accurately reconstructed. 

Studies of Gauge Boson Interactions at the NLC 

W-Pair Production. As discussed earlier, we cau expect signilicant gains in seusi- 

tivity to new physics iu careful studies of the reaction, 

e+e- + w+\,v- 

as the center-of-mass energy is iucreascd above production threshold. What can 

be achieved with a full hclicity aiialysis of this process is presently uuder investiga- 
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Figure 13. Reconstructed iilvariaut masses in the forward and backward thrust 
hemispheres of staudartl 111ode1 piorcsscs. 

I I I I 

tionl’“l, but initial rcs~ilts dcinoiistrate the point clearly. Shown in Fig. 14 are the 

dependencies ou the paraiiictcrs til aud X, of the total W-pair cross section and the 

forward-backward asyninictry, 

N+-N- 
/,F[j = --. 

N+$N- 

The uumbcr A’+ is tlrli~wtl as the number of events with the IV- boson in the 

forward hemisphere (cos0 > 0, with 0 measured with respect, to the incident e- 

direction). A data exposure of 10 lb’ will yield zz lo4 W-pair events tagged with 

one electron or muou leptouic decay, so measurement of the total cross section with 

3% total error, and of tlie forwardbackward asymmetry with error z  0.01 can be 

achieved. Such results would be sensitive to values of q or X, that differ from their 

Standard Model values by more than a few times 0.01 - an order of magnitude 

better than expected at 200 GeV. 
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Figure 14. Depcndcncc~ of II’-pair cross scct.ions on the valurs of K and X dcscribcd 
in the text. The dashed litlcs indicate thr cstimatcd experimental accuracy with 
which the cross section and asymmct.ry can be measured. 

Photon-W Scattering. The s-rhannrl W-pair process proceeds by both photon and 

weak nrutral propagators, and so will IN, Inodificd by non-Standard values of any of 

the paramrtcrs K?, A,, ,:z. or AZ. I( is possible to isolate thr: phoIon couplings 

t-- 
w- - 

$ 
\w- Y Y 

eze eAe 
> 91 6191.1 

Figure 15. Fcynmat~ graphs 1 Ilat contribul.c to the c,I/CIJ final stat,?. 

in a dilfercnt conll)ina(.ion in tile process, 

that rerrivcs contriblltions fro111 tllc graphs shown in Fig. 15. The signal.urc of this 

process is the prrscncc of a single clcctron or muon from the decay of the hoson 

in the final stafc. 1’1~ scattcrc~tl b(.arn clcct.ron (or positron) typically remains at 

very small polar allglcs, and goes undctcctcd. The measured cross section can be 

normalized by tl&,ctioll of tll(* Colnpton process, 

in which case, unccrtaintics in t.llc rquivalcnt photon flux arc eliminated. 

The variation of thr cross s&ion with non-Standard values of n, and A, is 

shown in Fig. 16. A 3% mcasurcmcnt of the rate yields good sensitivity to differing 

values of kl. A summary of thr lilnits (131 from this process and the W-pair forward- 

backward asymrnctry is givrn ill Fig. 17. The estimated UN sensitivity of experiments 

at the SSC is also shown in ihc ligurc. The Standard Modrl predicts values that 

depend on the unknown n~asscs of thr top quark and Iliggs hoson; but are within 

the shaded arca shown on thr plot. 

Further studies of t.hc spill struct.urc of gauge-boson production at elecbron- 

positron colliders arc* ~~*ccssary 1.0 tlctrrmine if it will be possible t b probe to the 

level of the cxpccf.ctl S(a~l~lal(l hlotlcl corrrctions ‘121, but it, is apparrnt that a 500 

CeV e+e- rollidcr provitlrs grc>nIc>r sensitivity to nrw physics than will be attainable 

at much higher rnrrgy Iladron colliders. 
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Figure 1F. Dcpc>ndcnre of the cross scct,ion for the evW final state on values of n 
and X. The dashed lines indiratc the accuracy with which the cross section can be 
measured. 

A Composite Model 

Composite models gcncrally predict large deviations from the Standard Model 

expectations for the interactions of gauge hosons. As an example, WC consider a 

model”“] that successfully rcproduccs the spectra and phcnomcnology of the St.an- 

dard illodel at mass SCRICS b&w a fcrv hllntlrcd CcV. Prcons are confined in a 

manner patterned af(.cr QCD with a confining scale, 

A - c,’ z 300 GeV. 

An underlying unbroken SlJ(2) y s mmctry guarantees the correct elcctroweak boson 

mass relations, and wrak forces appear as “Van dcr Waals” remnants of the preen 

binding potential. This motlcl is structured so that it violates no presently obscrvcd 

quantity, including ligllt quark and Icpton anamolous moments uf4 This is not the 

case for I hc Ilravicr (and thcarc4orr lrss tightly bound) top quark, and W  and Z boson 

Figure 17. Limits on struct.urc in gauge boson interactions attainable in e+e- an- 
nihilation and at the SSC. The values predicted by the Standard Model depend on 
the masses of the top quark and the IIiggs boson, but lie somewhere in the shaded 
area. 

states. Shown in Fig. IS are the predicted values of n and A that are generated in 

this model by preens of various mass. The values are well within the sensitivity of 

the experiments that we have been discussing. 

CP-Violation in Gauge Boson Interactions 

We have so far constructed the WWV Lagrangian from CP-tinserving interac- 

tions. In addition to the four terms in Eq.10, there are three possible CP-violating 

forms that sat.isfy Lorcntz and gauge invariance, 
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Figure 18. Values of I; illId X grllc~13lc.d in a composite model by prrons of various 
mass. 

where vPy = fc r”OBl/O~ is the dual of V,,. Notice that, combined with the 

CP-conserving Lagrangian, this saturates all possible structure in the e+e-cross 

section. There are nine possible II ‘+W- hclicity staks, but two with .I = f2 are 

not accessible through the annillilation channel. 

Consider, as we have brfore, the particular case V = y. The dual FJ”’ is 

obtained from F I‘” by intrrcllange of i.hc elcct.ric and magnetic fields. Appa.rcntly, a 

non-zero value of either t?v or ;\I, introduce electric dipole and ma.gnctic quadrupolc 

moments, 

cl:; = $--(i;v + iv) 

SK = --$a, - iv). 

These parity-violating inlcrac(ions are idcntifkd in atomic physics as El and M2 

transitions. 

l-91 6797A14 

Figure 19. Two-loop corrections to the vector gauge boson propagator generated 
by Fliggs particles. 

Model-dcprndent constraints on i and i can be inferred from experimental 

limits on the electric dipolc tnomcnt of the neutron 1111 , 

4, < 1.2 X lo-=c cm 

Generation of an electric dipole moment for the W-boson will occur through two- 

loop corrections to t,hc propagator (Fig. 19). If there is but a single neutral Ifiggs 

particle, then these corrcct,ions will create little effect, but in models with more than 

one Iliggs douhlct, considerably larger moments can occur. A similar correction will 

occur to the gluon propagators that make up part of the neutron wave-function II 81 

It is necessary to assume somr model for the neutron wave function in order to relate 

the experimental limit on if.s dipole moment to the strength of the Higgs correction. 

To provide a framework, S1.1(6) has been used “‘I to estimate that i, will be of 

order 10e4 or less. 

CP Violation in High Energy e+e-Interactions 

The CP-violating Lagrangian (Eq.11) will generate imaginary pieces to the he- 

licity amplitudes in tile \V-pair final state. The resulting interference between the 

various amplitudes will lead to directly observable correlations between the produc- 

tion and decay propcrtics of the Wbosons. Leptonic decays of the produced bosons 
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Figure 23. Charged current loop corrections to the production of neutral gauge 
bosons in e+e- annihilation 

The cross section is written. 

da da -= - 
dS2 ( > do Tree 

(1 + 6QED + cFaC), 

with the weak correction further broken into contributions from the neutral and 

charged currents, cVrcaC = hNC + See. ThcQED d an ncutml current corrections 

that are generated by one loop diagrams are shown in Fig. 22. These are not 

very interesting. They contain only known vertices, are comparably small, and are 

symmetric under interchange of any of the particles or helicities. The charged- 

current corrections, shown in Fig. 23, are more interesting. Diagrams that contain 

coupling between the Z” and W propagators produce the strong energy dependence 

to bee displayed in Fig. 24. The effect of the three-gauge boson coupling is easily 

isolated by measuremcnt,s of the energy dependence of the cross section for this 

0 I______-_---_------_________~ 

NC - 

-0.1 - 

F 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 
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Figure 24. Loop correction to the production of neutral gauge boson pairs by QED, 
weak neutral currents (NC), and weak charged currents (CC). 

process. Perhaps even better, the presence of the M-handed neutrino propagator 

in the most interesting subset of the diagrams in Fig. 23 projects out these pieces 

when the initial electron is polarized. A measurement of the left-right asymmetry, 

,4LR(e+e- -+ -yZ”) 7s -P(e-) 6,Cc, 

will allow a direct probe of the couplings between gauge bosons.’ Notice that a 

proper evaluation of the correction, 6,CC will require knowledge of the strength of 

these couplings at all momenta. 1 These are not small effects, and can easily be 

measured with good accuracy. 

Strongly Interacting Gauge Bosom 

Thcorics of elcctrowcak symmetry breaking can be divided into’those that con- 

tain light self-interacting scalar particlcs, and models which postulate a new level 

of compositeness of one form or another. These latter theories, tcchnicolor is an 

example, inevitably Icad to strong interactions between gauge bosons. The origins 
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Consider t,he decay of the Higgs to massive longitudinal Wt states shown in 

Fig. 25(a). The matrix element is (c.f. Eq. 9), 

M = rjvnw $(I;) $(k) 

= vw (3 + ld2)/m2, 

= g (g-).(1+2) 

We have taken the mass of the Higgs to be large compared to the mass of the W- 

boson in the last line. Now consider the decay of the Higgs to Goldstone bosons 

shown in Fig. 25(b). WC can read the matrix element directly from our expression 

for the scalar potential, 

This is an example of the “Equivalence Theorem” - to accuracy mb/s, the in- 

teractions of longitudinal gauge boson states are given by the interactions of the 

Goldstone bosons that create them. 

Gauge Boson Scatteriug 

As an example of the phcnomcnology of a strongly-interacting IIiggs sector, 

consider the reaction, 

lV+W+ -+ w+w+. 

The Feynman diagrams that contribute to this reaction are shown in Fig. 26. The 

Ifiggs contribution to the amplitude is not small since the W mass is large. The 

leading dependencies on ccntrr-of-mass energy scale as s’/m& and s/m$, but can- 

cel in the sum of the thrrr diagrams. What is left arc terms proportional to s, that 

are well-bchavctl for large lliggs masses, and others proportional to (mH/mw)2 that 

are not. 

w+ , w+ 
; H” 

w+Aw+ 
(4 

I 
W+ 

W+ 
(b) 

(c) 6797Az 

Figure 26. Fcynman diagrams that contribute to W+W’+ scatteri’ng. 
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Figure 27. S-wave amplitntlc for W+bV+ scattering calculated with the Equiva- 
lence Theorem for values of the Standard Model Higgs mass. 
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As expected, the problcn~s arise in the scaitering of longitudinally polarized 

bosons by lliggs exchange. We can use the Equivalenrc Theorem to write the 

amplitude for lliggs exchange in the limit s and rn;, >> r&, 

mL;, t i,bf = - 
2) 2 + t - In*, 

Individual partial waves in the scattering amplitude will violate unitarity if m f, 

becomes too large. To see where this occurs, expand the amplitude, 

iM = -16~ c (23 + l)a~(s)P~(cos@. 
.I 

The s-wave dominates, and we call calculate (241 , 

I 

q(s) = &  /( -iM) dcos0 
--I 

The resulting partial wave amplitude is shown in Fig. 27 as a function of center- 

of-mass energy for several values of the mass of the Higgs. Partial wave unitarity 

requires, 

la# 5 l~4ao)l, 

or, IRe( 5 f. Apparently, for Higgs masses greater than about 1.2 TeV, 

perturbation theory fails at large center-of-mass energies! The gauge boson sector 

becomes strongly interacting - something else must begin to occur if there is no 

“light” Higgs particle. 

The manifestation of new physics in gauge boson interactions may be dramatic, 

as the appearance of new resonances would be, or may be substantially more subtle. 

Fig. 28 shows the class sections predicted by the Standard Model perturbativc 

1o-2 
1 2 ,3 

1 91 Mww (TeV) 6797A24 

Figure 28. Cross section for lV+CV+ scattering in the Standard Model for a number 
of Higgs masses. The dashed curves are cross sections calculated with the constraint 
that the partial wave amplitude never exceeds the limit imposed by unitarity. 

amplitude for a variety of IIiggs masses. The maximum cross section allowed by 

partial wave unitarity is also shown for very massive Higgs particles. The cross 

section at large center-of-mass energy is small in the presence of light Higgs particles 

since the gauge cancellations are then complete, but in the absepce of these scalars, 

the cross section is ill-defined in the Standard hlodel. Fig. 29 compares a number 

of models and ad hoc calculations of the W+W+ scattering cross section at TeV 

center-of-mass scales. The differences between the various possibilities are typically 

factors of two to four. 

It is, of course, possible to consider the process, 

w+cv- --i w+w-, 

shown in Fig. 30. This is the well-recognized Higgs discovery reaction that will 
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Figure 29. Various models for the W+M’+ cross section. The solid curve is the uni- 
tarized Standard Model with infinite Higgs mass, the dashed curve is the Standard 
Model with ml{ = 1 TeV. The dotted curve is chiral model of Einhorn I251 , and the 

dot-dashed curve is a result obtained PI by resealing low energy R+T+ scattering. 

1 II 6797A30 

Figure 30. Production of IV+IY- in e+c- annihilation . 

proceed through s-channel 7, , Z’, and Iliggs propagators. There are still the t 
and u-channel graphs and four-boson contact t,crms that will behave as in the like- 

sign W-boson case. If a light IIiggs exist, then it will appear as a resonance in this 

channel, and gauge invariance will guarantee that the cross section is Jell-behaved. 

But in its absence, this process is plagued by all of the difficulties dhat we have 

discussed in this section. 

Experimental Studies of W W  Scattering 

To cxhnust the possible avenues to new physics, and fully explore any that is 

found, it is essential to study gauge boson scattering in scvcral channels, 

I=J=O (C = +) 

I=J=l (C zz -). 

The C-odd p-wave is strongly excited in e+e- annihilation , and new physics will 

appear as a violation of the Standard Model prediction for the production of longi- 

tudinal l+‘~ pairs. A particular example is shown in Fig. 31. Final state rescattering 

of the boson pair occurs through the exchange of a techni-rho meson. 

wL 

wL * 

1 91 6797A13 

Figure 31. Final state intera.ction of IV-pairs produced in e+e- pnnihila.tion 

In technicolor theoriesLzfil, matter fields are techniquarks and technileptons, 

which are bound by strong int,eractions generated by an underly ng non-Abelian \ 

technicolor gauge group. Tcchniscalars (the “pions” of technicolor) play the roles of 

the Higgs and the longitudinal boson states. There arc additionally, vector states, 

for example the techni-rho PTC. The mass of the techni-rho is unspecified by the 
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Figure 32. Production of a tcchnirho resonance in the longitudinal IV-pair channel 
of e+e- annihilation 

theory, but a guess is often made by analogy with lower energy hadron spectroscopy, 

where the pion decay constant fX x 90 MeV. This yields a value of rnpTC - 1.8 

TeV. The width of the techni-rho can similarly be scaled from that of the ordinary 

rho-meson to find a value of order 0.3 TeV. The resulting cross section, shown in 

Fig. 32, is dramatically different from the Standard Model prediction even at fairly 

low center-of-mass energies. Efforts are underway VI to parameterize in more detail 

the phenomology of the N’-pair final state produced by e+e- annihilation in a range 

of models such as those shown in Fig.29. 

WW Fusion 

While there is no way to experimentally produce beams of W-bosons, it is 

possible to realize W W  scattering in the C-even channel through the peripheral 

process shown in Fig. 33. The reaction rate is characterized by a splitting function, 

which gives the effective boson flux for beams of Icptons or quarks. ‘II e Weizsacker- 

Williams photon flux often associated with a beam of high-energy electrons is a 

particular example of this. In fact, calculations have been made I4 uiing an analo- 

gous “Equivalent W  Apl)r(~xirnatioll”. At s >> mt,, and to - 20% accuracy, 

aw [l + (1 - z)21 ,n &2 
lw, = - Sn z ( > mb 

aw (1 --xl fw, = - -. 
4* 5 

The equivalent flux of massive bosons has essentially the same form as the equivalent 

photon flux, and as shown in Fig. 34(a), tl le fl ux of longitudinal bosons is about 

two orders of nlagnitude smaller. The effective boson-bosou luminosity is shown in 

Fig. 34(b) for a very high energy electron-positron collider, and in Fig. 35 for the 

SSC. It is clear that studies of longitudinal boson scattering must be done against 

a considerably larger background of H’TI/VT and 1’1/TI4’~ events. 

1~91 6797A25 

Figure 33. Peripheral scattcriug of gauge bosons iu e+e-collisions. 

fVh = lv,r,q(Q2, ~1, 
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Figure 34. (a) The effective flux of gauge bosons crratcd by a high energy rlrct,ron 
beam. (b) The brightness of IVCV collisions at a 2 TeV r+e-collider. 

1 91 z z 6797427 

Figure 35. The luminosit,y of W’TIVT and W~ll’t, collisions at. the SSC. 

As a specific case, wc cons&r the production of W+W- pairs at the SSC. 

These oppositely-chargctl pairs will be produced both by boson-fusion and by qt, 

100 
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Figure 36. The IVIY d’ff t ercnt,iaI cross sect,ion at the SSC. The curves include pro- 
duction through qrj annihilat.ion as well as the W-fusion process with Higgs of 0.5 
rev, 1.0 TeV, and 1.5 TcV mass. 

annihilation. The cxpccted’291 differential cross section (including the resonant piece 

for several IIiggs masses) is shown in Fig. 36. The W-pair is detected only when 

one of the bosons decays to an electron or a muon. There are large backgrounds to 

this process from associated production of W’s and quark jets by quark and gluon 

interactions, and from the production and decay of heavy top quarks. A Monte 

Carlo study has bcc)n done P 01 at the “four-vector” Icvel. Evrnty were generated 

without inclusion of the impcrfrctions inherent in any detector (the detector was 
I 

also assumed to perfectly hermetic), and events were sclccted with the following 

criteria, 

(i) The topology of fhe cvcnt was correct. 
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(ii) Two jets were found with iuvariant mass within 5 GeV of the knowu W ~amhs. 

((22) ‘I‘lw tolal nu111bcr of charged particles in the pair of jets taken as the Ik 

candidate was less than 20. 

The mtmbcr of signal and background events that survive these cuts (normalized 

to one year of running at the SSC luminosity of 1033cm-2s-1) is tabulated: 

IIf w w 

(GCV) 

91 Iliggs Low O(2N) WJj 

(ml1 = 1TcV) (ml/ = co) 

s50-950 39 57 5 9 1X 

950-1050 33 Gci 6 8 91 

1050-1150 27 54 6 6 58 

1150-1250 20 34 5 5 58 

1250-1350 16 19 5 4 32 

Hoson pairs produced by qq annihilation, and misidentified Wjj events are back- 

grounds to the possible signal from the boson-boson scattering process. The “Low” 

and “O(2N)” models are those shown in Fig. 29 as representative of possible alterna- 

tives to the Standard h4odel. It is clear that it will be extremely dificult to extract 

any signal if the channel is not resonant, and even more difI&lt to discriminate 

between the various models of the underlying theory. 

The boson-fusion process is more easily isolated in electron-positron collisions, 

but the machine luminosity required to reach large W W  center-of-mass energies is 

quite large. The reaction, shown in Fig. 37, results in two neutrinos that carry away 

significant energy in the final state. The observed W W  system is produced with 

momentum transverse to the e+e- beamline, 

which appears as missing pt in the event. 

e- 

l-91 6797A33 

Figure 37. The W-fusion reaction in e+e-collisions 

10-7 L-L-b-I 
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Figure 38. Cross sections for W-fusion in e+e-collisions at (a)’ fi = 0.5 TeV with 
a 300 GeV Iliggs, (b) fi = 1.0 TeV with a 500 GeV IIiggs, and (c) fi = 2.0 TeV 
with a 1.0 TeV II&s. The dashed curves are the predictions of the Standard Model 
with rn~ taken to infinity. 

I 

The expcctcd cross sections are shown in Fig. 38 at three machine energies. ‘I’he 

presence of a II&s resonance can be detected, and it decay properties studied [311 
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if its mass is less than Y 75% of the c+c-center-of-ma.ss energy, but I.0 gcncrat,c> a 

sufficient numbers of non-resonant WW scattering events at masses above 1 TcV to 

fully resolve the physics in these reactions, will require machines with e+e-center- 

of-mass energies of 2 TeV or greater, and luminosities nearing 1034cm-2s-‘. For 

example, at 2 TeV the differential cross section, shown in Fig. 38, corresponds to 10 

produced events per 100 GeV bin at rn~~= 1 TeV in a data exposure of 10 fl-‘. 

It is clear that in the absence of striking features in gauge boson interactions, 

such as the prcscnce of Higgs scalars or technicolor particles, it is going to require 

some time and considerable effort at future colliders to dig out the contents of what 

has become called “Physics at the TeV Scale”. 
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